Eta Sigma Delta International Hospitality Management Honor Society Induction Ceremony April 17, 2015
Eta Sigma Delta was founded in 1978 when a group of Hospitality Management students from the University of New Hampshire saw the need for an honor society that would recognize students for leadership, scholarship, service, and professionalism. Since 1978, Eta Sigma Delta chapters have been established at colleges and universities across the United States and internationally.

**Eta Sigma Delta Officers**

Jessica Warren – President
Kristen Burd – Vice President
Molly Johnson – Treasurer
Michaela Ross – Secretary
Dr. Clayton Barrows – Chapter Advisor
Dr. Dan Innis – Chapter Advisor

**Congratulations to our new members**

Katherine M. Gruezke
Kathryn B. Hand
Andrea M. Hesler
Carolyn E. Kelly
Jacquelyn A. Kurkul
Diana Lo

Lauren L. Lossani
Lucy C. McGinty
Tuan Quoc Nguyen
Ariana M. Noe Terrasi
Adriana N. Petitti
Sage L. Wattles

---

**Eta Sigma Delta Five Points of Honor**

**Excellence:** Through the pursuit for excellence, we pledge to uphold high standards for both academic and professional achievement in all we do.

**Leadership:** A leader is like a light held high that brightens the way for others. Let us each pledge that in our personal and professional relationships, we will demonstrate the qualities of leadership.

**Creativity:** The ability to think creatively will affect the future of our professions. Our innovation will lead to better decisions and outcomes.

**Service:** It is service that makes the hospitality industry unique. May our concern for others help promote our professional success and inspire us to lead lives of service.

**Ethics:** The consideration of ethics will be upon us. Ethics guide our personal and professional decision-making and define the person.